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How Procurement Can Help Restore 
Growth and Ensure Business Resilience
April 7, 2021
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Today’s Presenters 

Alex Saric
Chief Marketing Officer

Ivalua

Duncan Jones
Vice President, Principal Analyst

Forrester
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Agenda

• Study Overview

• Enabling Procurement-led Growth

• Q&A



April, 2021

How Procurement can help their 
firm restore growth

 Duncan Jones
 Vice President, Principal 
Analyst
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Revenue growth is 
enterprises’ top 
priority

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

10 other priorities

Accelerate our response to business and market changes

Accelerate our shift to digital business

Manage risk across all aspects of the enterprise

Reduce costs

Improve our ability to innovate

Improve our products/services

Improve the experience of our customers

Grow revenue

Which of the following initiatives are likely to be your organization's top business priorities 
over the next 12 months? (High + critical priority respondents)

Related priorities include CX, 
product quality, and innovation 

Source: Forrester's Business Technographics Software Survey, 2020

Base: 3794 software decision makers
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Procurement is focusing 
better on  customers’ 
priorities

 Faster co-innovation with 
your supply ecosystem

 Reliable, sustainable & 
ethical suppliers

 Empowering employees

 Business agility

1995 

Cost

2010 

Value

2020 
Customer

Procurement’s maturity journey
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Your customers care which suppliers you choose

 Safe

 Reliable

 Sustainable

 Ethical
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You face many external risks 

 Climate 
Disruption

 Pandemics

 Geopolitical

 Legislation
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Supplier Value 
Management (SVM) 
has become a $12 
billion category

Suppliers

Spend 
Analysis

Sourcing

CLM

Procure-
ment

Invoice 
Manage-

ment

SRPM

Procurement is investing in 
modern smart SVM software

CLM = Contract lifecycle management

SRPM = Supplier risk & performance management
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46%

35%

19%

Director (manage a team of managers and high-level
contributors)
Vice president (in charge of one/several large departments)

C-level executive (e.g., CEO, CMO)

Firmographics

Position of Respondent

47%

30%

24%

Procurement

Finance/accounting/accou
nts payable (excludes

treasury and controllers)

Supply-chain

Department

42%

34%

18%

6%

I have regional responsibility

I have divisional responsibility

I have a global responsibility

I have departmental / business unit
responsibility

Level of Responsibility for Procurement

Region

Base: n464 Director level and above finance, procurement and supply chain decision-makers including Sales/BD
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Ivalua, January 2021

32%

22%12%

12%

11%

11%NA

UK

APAC

Nordics

FR

DE
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Procurement now 
faces more 
priorities than ever 

Caution: 60% think they perform 
better than their competitors 
against these priorities

How has COVID19 changed procurement’s priorities in your organization?

Base: n464 Director level and above finance, procurement and supply chain decision-makers including Sales/BD
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Ivalua, January 2021

45%

43%

41%

38%

39%

33%

20%

21%

22%

24%

19%

22%

Ensure supply chain agility / continuity of
supply

Improve sustainability / CSR performance

Increase supplier visibility / manage risk

Innovate products / services

Reduce costs

Improve cash flow / management

Increased slightly Increased significantly

+ 8 other priorities that also had scores over 60%
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Co-innovation and 
speed are growth 
enablers 

Improving collaboration with 
suppliers (60%)

Improving data quality & access 
to improve decision-making 

(56%)

Helping to launch products 
faster (53%)

Reducing product costs to 
improve pricing 

competitiveness (49%)

Making the organization a 
customer of choice so suppliers 

share innovations (34%)

“How is your procurement 
organization helping to grow 
revenue?”
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You face a wide 
range of obstacles. 

Inadequate software & unreliable 
data are common themes

Q5. What are the obstacles to procurement supporting top line growth? 

Base: n464 Director level and above finance, procurement and supply chain decision-makers including Sales/BD
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Ivalua, January 2021

PEOPLE

TECHNOLOGY

DATA

25%

28%

27%

24%

26%

27%

28%

28%

27%

22%

21%

29%

27%

27%

13%

11%

10%

11%

13%

13%

13%

13%

11%

13%

10%

11%

12%

11%

Limited collaboration with other departments

Time – procurement capacity consumed by 
other priorities / operational tasks

Lack of understanding of how procurement can
help (within procurement)

Lack of incentives - Procurement performance
assessed primarily on cost

Executive perception of procurement as a cost
controller / not understanding how can help

Suppliers not interested in / willing to collaborate

Procurement systems too rigid to support new
ideas

Lack of source-to-pay digitization

Processes / systems don’t enable effective, 
scalable supplier collaboration

Poor user adoption

Poor supplier adoption / enablement

Inability to access actionable insights

Poor visibility into suppliers

Poor data quality limiting visibility / decision-
making

A significant obstacle that we may be able to overcome

One of our top challenges, which may prove insurmountable
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Procurement tries 
various ways to 
become more 
strategic

Digital leaders favor AI-enabled 
empowerment over policy 
enforcement

Q7. Which of these strategies are deployed in your organization to deliver more 
strategic value from procurement? Select all that apply

Base: n464 Director level and above finance, procurement and supply chain decision-makers including Sales/BD
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Ivalua, January 2021

53%

50%

50%

44%

44%

43%

Improve security and compliance with internal
policies (e.g. via clearer tracking of documents and

approvals).

Deployed AI to improve decision-making and
automation

Improved employee experience (e.g. able to access
documents and a more streamlined experience)

Deployed an integrated source-to-pay suite to
digitize processes

Collaborate with suppliers to launch new products
and/or services

Making supply chains more ethical and/or stable
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In order to improve 
supplier-led innovation, 
procurement leaders have 
implemented technology to 
improve information 
sharing, visibility into 
timeliness of payments and 
taken a structured approach 
to innovation. However, 
this isn’t possible without 
better aligned goals.

49%

48%

47%

42%

42%

40%

38%

37%

34%

33%

32%

28%

Implemented technology to improve information sharing
and communication

Implemented technology to provide better visibility into and
timeliness of payments

Implemented a structured framework/process around
supplier-led innovation

Better aligned goals, visions and responsibilities from the
start

Orchestrated the end-to-end user experience so
transacting with suppliers is seamless, effective and

efficient across the organization

Given suppliers greater flexibility to offer creative solutions
during sourcing

Ensured procurement’s targets encourage cross-functional 
collaboration

Rationalized supplier data across the organization to have
better visibility into suppliers

Fostered a network of strategic suppliers that add value
and service to our offerings

Rationalized the supply base to concentrate volume with
and assessments on a smaller supplier base

Driven bottom-line improvements and risk management
with strategic sourcing

Changed procurement’s culture and processes

Q9. What are the top strategies your procurement department has taken to improve 
supplier-led innovation? Select up to 5

Base: n464 Director level and above finance, procurement and supply chain decision-makers including Sales/BD
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Ivalua, January 2021
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Digital processes are the foundation of co-innovation

Implemented technology to 
improve information sharing 
and communication

Implemented technology to 
provide better visibility into 
and timeliness of payments

Orchestrated the end-to-end 
user experience so transacting 
with suppliers is seamless, 
effective and efficient across 
the organization

Given suppliers greater 
flexibility to offer creative 
solutions during sourcing

Rationalized the supply base 
to concentrate volume with 
and assessments on a smaller 
supplier base 

Changed procurement’s 
culture and processes

Which strategies have you taken to improve supplier-led innovation?
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Modern smart 
software will 
enable & empower

Automate 
tasks

Prioritize 
action

Optimize 
decisions

Enabling skilled professionals to 
better address business’s 
priorities 
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Automate what is high volume, semi-skilled, but mundane

• We’ve already automated unskilled tasks such as invoice data 
capture & matching

• We’re now seeing intelligent automation of harder tasks
̶ E.g. invoice coding, contract redlining, RFX response processing

• Higher business value from freeing scarce expensive people to focus 
on more important & interesting work

• Early adopters report higher employee satisfaction, by focusing on 
the tasks they hate
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Smart software shifts from drill-down to alert-up
Alert managers to trends or events they might have missed, & suggest how they should respond

Manual 
investigation 
after the event

Preventative, prescriptive warning
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Late delivery prediction

Profligate spending

Superfluous approvals

Duplicate invoices

Excessive price variances

Alert-up Examples
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Assemble 
data to aid 
human’s 
decision

Learn & 
mimic 
human’s 
decisions

Identify best 
decisions & 
eliminate 
bias

Decision optimization is further away 
Needs more data, and better ways to measure decisions’ optimality

E.g. how does software know 
manager was right to approve a 
transaction?

Would a rejected supplier actually 
have delivered better value?
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Summary recommendations

• Align your procurement function’s goals with growth drivers such as innovation and agility

• Continue to make your supply ecosystems more agile, ethical, and reliable 

• Modernize your Supplier Value Management software so you can deliver on these goals

• Put vendors’ AI capability at the center of your evaluation, both what they’ve already delivered 
and with their future roadmap

• Focus first on automation of semi-skilled tasks and prescriptive alerts that trigger preemptive 
management action
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Enabling Procurement-led 
Growth

Alex Saric

Chief Marketing Officer
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Creating New Revenue Opportunities

1. Engage the Business

2. Leverage Technology to Enable / 
Scale Your Best Ideas

3. Promote Successes Internally

Created >$1B in Incremental 
Annual Revenue

Opportunity: Optimize revenue on used handsets

Enabled:
• Configured Ivalua Sourcing to run large scale 

forward auctions of used mobile devices
• Optimized results using rich features to 

optimize bidding strategiesTechnology should enable 
innovation, not stifle it

Bring Your Best Ideas to Life to Build a Competitive Advantage
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Unlocking Supplier-led Innovation
Incentivize the Right Behavior

Performance goals that 
encourage collaboration76%

Technology to enable 
information sharing63%

Technology to enable 
communication & planning56%

* Source: Ivalua Collaborate To Win Survey, a commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Ivalua, April 2020

How effective would these be on improving collaboration 
with suppliers? (% answering “very effective”)*

How do these factors impact your willingness to collaborate with & share 
innovations w/ a customer? (% saying increases willingness - Top 5)*

88%

85%

82%

81%

79%

Visibility into / timeliness of payments 

Supplier selection not cost-dominated

Customer size / potential revenue

Customer brand value / reputation 

Current revenue from customer 

Procurement Team Suppliers

Align MBOs / KPIs with innovation goals Launch a customer of choice initiative that 
addresses payments, sourcing & communication
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Unlocking Supplier-led Innovation

• Implement a structured 
framework to supplier-led 
innovation

• Digitize to enable effective 
collaboration across more 
processes, suppliers and 
categories
• Secure information sharing
• Effective communication
• Integrated project 

management

Enable Effective, Scalable Collaboration

A Key Benefit of a True Platform – Integrated Collaboration
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Accelerated Innovation via Collaboration at Meritor
Digitized the Complete Product & Supplier Lifecycle

Supplier launch process

Request for Quote (RFQ) & Content

Supplier profileTooling

New Product 
Introduction 

(NPI)
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Ensuring Supply Chain Resilience
Enable Broad AND Deep Analysis

• Gain control of enterprise-wide 
supplier data w/MDM

• Look under the covers of 
technology to ensure unified 
data across processes

• Look for seamless integration 
with 3rd party data sources

• Capture your sub-tier
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Ensuring Supply Chain Resilience
Optimize Sourcing Allocation / Supplier Selection

• Take a portfolio view of risk

• Scale sourcing optimization to 
help balance cost vs. risk and 
other objectives
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Data-Centric Transformation at Chassis Brakes Int’l

BENEFITS

Enterprise-wide, 360 degree supplier visibility

50% reduction in supply base

99% PO digitization

98% spend analyzed, 100% contract visibility

10% savings across indirect, 0.5% across direct materials

CHALLENGES
• Corrupt supplier master 

data and excessive suppliers
• Poor visibility into indirect 

spend (<25%)
• Very low PO coverage (30%)
• Inconsistent PR/PO 

processes for Indirect & 
Direct

APPROACH
• Single, unified S2P platform 

deployed w/integrated VMM

• Supplier records synchronized 
with 25 SAP instances

• Standard, automated reporting 
/ dashboards created

• Empowered global commodity 
managers
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MAY 4-6, 2020 VIRTUAL EVENT IVALUA.COM/NOW

The Covid-19 pandemic has elevated the 
Procurement function like never before. 

Ivalua NOW 2021 is the premier event for  
Procurement and Supply chain leaders looking to 
restore growth through innovation and build 
resilient supply chains able to rise up and meet 
any challenge the future might hold.

APRIL 27-29
FREE REGISTRATION AT IVALUA.COM/NOW
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THANK YOU
FOLLOW US!


